Clocks

A Beginner’s Guide to
Mantel Clocks By Roland Head
I like to buy objects that I can use, and don’t need too much shelf or
cupboard space. One type of antique that fits the bill is mantel clocks,
and their smaller siblings, carriage clocks. Mantel clocks, as their name
suggests, traditionally stood on mantelpieces or similar shelves. This
requirement means they are compact, relatively light and self-contained.
They were the Victorian successor to bracket clocks, and reflected the
social changes taking place at that time. They were relatively small and
affordable, and were bought by the new middle classes to stand on
mantelpieces and shelves in their relatively modest homes. In contrast,
bracket clocks are earlier, larger, handmade and more complex. They
were expensive purchases when new, and tended to be bought by
wealthy people who wanted a smaller, more portable clock to
supplement their home’s long case clock. Despite their name, clocks
referred to as bracket clocks do not always have brackets.
Understanding mantel clocks
Although complex and precise pieces of mechanical engineering by
modern standards, many of the movements were actually mass-produced
and of a standard size. The best mantel clocks were English and French,
but many English clocks have factory-made French movements, which
were fitted into English-made cases by English clockmakers. Mantel
clocks usually have eight-day spring-driven movements, which need
winding with the correct key weekly. Mechanical clocks tend to work
best if used, so regular winding is advisable, but assuming the clock is in
good condition, it shouldn’t need much other attention. The best mantel
clocks were made by English and French makers. German and American
clocks are also widely available, but many are of inferior quality,
although there are a few exceptions, such as the German clockmaker
Winterhaulder.
How many trains?
Mantel clocks are likely to have one, two or three trains. A train is a
mechanical mechanism that must be wound. Each winding keyhole
corresponds to one train. The first train will be the timekeeping train, a
second is required to sound a chime every half hour, and some clocks
will have a third train that strikes a gong to sound the hours, ringing
once for one o’clock, twice for two o’clock, and so on.
Styles and materials
The majority are Victorian and were made between 1850 and 1900.
Styles and materials vary, especially with French clocks. At the more
extravagant end, French ‘empire style’ clocks harked back to the seventeenth and eighteenth century and were often made of gilded wood
(verni martin), ormolu and brass. More conservative wood-cased models
are likely to be made of walnut, oak, rosewood or mahogany, while
polished brass cases with glass panels and marble bases, especially on art
deco clocks, are also available. It’s worth noting that good quality
mechanical mantel clocks were made in the first part of the twentieth
century and attractive art deco and arts and crafts designs can be found.
Alternatives to mantel clocks
There are a few alternatives that can work well. Skeleton clocks have
the clock movement mounted on a fixed base, as with a mantel clock,
but instead of a case, the movement is left exposed, and the whole clock
sits under a glass dome. They can make fine display pieces, but are not
as practical as mantel clocks. Descending in size, nineteenth century
carriage clocks can be interesting and finely made. Originally made for
travel use, they tend to have polished brass or gold-plated cases and
often strike the hours, not necessarily ideal for a bedside table but good
for a study or dining room. As with mantel clocks, the best came from
French and English makers, and many models are very sophisticated.
Some of the best have a repeater mechanism, which enables you to press
a button and hear the last hour sounded again - a feature that must have
been a boon on long, night-time carriage journeys. Carriage clocks are
usually wound from behind, through a door in the case, and like mantel
clocks, usually have eight-day movements. All hammer prices.

A late 19thC English carved oak
mantel clock with a two-train
movement and a range of
features, including a secondary
dial and a ‘chime silent’ facility.
Sold for £300 in August 2013.

This late 19thC French carriage
clock is a good quality example
with a repeating movement,
which would have enabled
travellers to check the time in the
dark. The glass side panels allow
the movement to be seen in
operation, and at 17cm high, it
would fit well in a study or small
reception room. Sold at auction
for £743 in October 2013.

This French Art Deco clock has a
marble base, and is topped with a
spelter figure of a female dancer.
It stands an imposing 39cm high,
and would be the ideal accessory
for 1930s furniture. Sold for £120
in September 2013.

A late 19thC French ‘empire style’
mantel clock with a 12cm white
enamelled dial signed Simmons
Paris and Manchester. It has a
two train movement, white marble
case, ebonised plinth and gilded
foliate decoration. Sold for £320
in September 2013.

A 19thC French mantel clock
with a black marble and gilt case
and a visible escapement (the
mechanism that provides motive
energy to the clock movement).
The vials in the pendulum contain
mercury, which expanded with
heat. This kept the centre of oscillation constant, as the pendulum
rod also expanded with heat.
Many mercury compensated
pendulums no longer contain
mercury, so check before buying.
Sold for £1,300 in August 2013.

A Victorian Webster striking
mantel clock, with a silvered dial,
and standing 33cm high. The burr
walnut case has fretwork sides
and is in an architectural style.
Sold for £420 in July 2013.
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